
Many Board of Education members, candidates and Central Office staff in 
attendance.

Presentation given by SECAC Co-Chair Stephanie Carr with HCPSS Executive Director 
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment Ebony Langford-Brown answering questions 
about the school system plan.





age, courtesy of the author, originally appeared in the following publication: 
Scarborough, H. S. (2001). Connecting early language and literacy to later reading 
(dis)abilities: Evidence, theory, and practice. In S. Neuman & D. Dickinson 
(Eds.), Handbook for research in early literacy (pp. 97–110). New York, NY: Guilford 
Press.

Explain each strand, Language on one side and word recognition (encompasses 
phonemic awareness, phonics, spelling,  sight words).  What happens if a strand is 
begins to fray or is missing?
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Phonemic Awareness: Letters (symbols) to sounds and sounds to letters; auditory 
piece
Phonics: decoding and encoding (spelling)
Fluency: words correct per minute (wcpm), accuracy, rate, expression
Vocabulary: each content area has its own language (solution)
Comprehension: If there is any crack in the first 4 pillars, then comprehension is 
affected 
------
National reading panel.
Processing speed is part of executive functioning.
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Learning to read begins far before children enter formal schooling. Children who have 
stimulating literacy experiences from birth onward have an edge in vocabulary 
development,  developing an awareness of print and literacy concepts, letter sound 
connections, speech/sound patterns (phonemic awareness)

First instruction is very important, when does it become not a factor but a 
problem/issue/disability
------
Dyslexia is a language problem.  
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Phonemic Awareness: Letters (symbols) to sounds and sounds to letters; auditory 
piece
Phonics: decoding and encoding (spelling)
Fluency: wcpm, accuracy, rate, expression
Vocabulary: each content area has its own language (solution)
Comprehension: If there is any crack in the first 4 pillars, then comprehension is 
affected 
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All three statements are from the IDA Dyslexia Handbook: What Every Family Should 
Know, Chapter 1 Definition of Dyslexia
Dysgraphia, Dyscalulia, ADHD 30%

IDA Handbook is free on their website.  https://dyslexiaida.org/ida-dyslexia-
handbook/
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https://dyslexiaida.org/ida-dyslexia-handbook/


https://dyslexia.yale.edu/resources/parents/what-parents-can-do/dyslexia-
evaluation-overview/
Assessments: FAR, CTOPP, TOWRE, TILLS, RAN/RAS, GORT, WISC, WIAT, WJ, CELF 
(language)
---------
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https://dyslexia.yale.edu/resources/parents/what-parents-can-do/dyslexia-evaluation-overview/


1. Specific Learning Disability/Dyslexia
2. IEP, 504, or nothing, self-esteem and mental health issues surrounding 
identification and treatment in school setting, give examples:
*First Instruction is very important as is early identification and intervention    
Interventions: SIPPS, WILSON, 
3. Facebook groups: DDHOCO parents, Howard County Dyslexia Support Group, 
ADHD parents, 
-------------
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1. 1st graders who were missed in Kindergarten, incoming Kindergarteners, those 
who had difficulty mastering Kindergarten reading skills; best practice is K-5th

2. Best practice is to screen for rapid automatized naming (RAN), oral fluency, 
letter/sound association, automatic word recognition with real and nonsense 
words

3. Identify target area, instruction in target area, parent notification of being binged 
and plan of instruction

------
Ebony Langford Brown - All Kindergarteners will be screened except for those with 

an IEP. 
Question - Why not Kindergarteners?  Answer - If they have reading in their IEP then 

they don’t need to be evaluated.  

The screener does not identify.  The job of the screener is to flag children who may 
be at risk for reading difficulties.  It’s a preventative measure.  

The screener selected is DIBELS 8.  All Kindergarten students NOW are getting that.  
All reading specialists were trained.

Question - When will parents be notified? Answer - When the screening is 
completed. 
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https://dibels.uoregon.edu/assessment/dibels/dibels-eighth-edition


Question - Are nonsense words in screener?  Answer - Yes, that was part of the 
criteria for selecting the screener.
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1. Both involved in Ready to Read Act, came from MD 2017 Legislative Dyslexia Task 
Force Report

2. 23 states already have handbooks,
3. collaboration between community and educators around reading
------
Ebony Langford-Brown

Question - Are kids screened once or several times?  Answer - Screened one time.  
Progress monitoring through a variety of methods.  Reading interventions are tied to 
the screener.  Progress monitoring makes sure progress is being made.
Question - Are older kids screened?  Answer - Short answer is no.  But if a student is 
recommended for reading intervention, they will use a screener called SIPPS that is 
tied to the reading intervention program.  SIPPS is for K-12th grades but it’s currently 
not being used for high school or middle school.  
(Some concerns from the parents in attendance about continuity.)
Question - How often does the manufacturer advise screening?  Answer - Up to 3 
times a year.  It can also be used for progress monitoring.  HCPSS will not be using it 
for progress monitoring because they have other tools for that.  
Question - Can performance of assessment be shared with parents? Answer - Yes.
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https://www.collaborativeclassroom.org/programs/sipps/


Question - Training for teachers? Answer - Professional Development will be for all 
teachers but it will take some time to get everyone.  
Question - What about students in middle school? Answer - Team has been 
discussing rising 6th graders, how to decide who needs SIPPS.  Find a way to capture 
those kids that are able to compensate for lack of reading skills.

Dr Savage (DSE)- universal screening, first instruction, resources for students and 
families, pre-referral.  

Question - How will it be decided if SIPPS or Really Great Reading is used?  Answer -
Match intervention to gap.
Question - Will the screening make this be better for my younger child? A - Yes.  The 
school system is learning to the different ways to identify struggling readers.  
Question - Is dyslexia “cured” with early intervention?  Answer - All students with 
dyslexia are all different.  But no, generally those students will have trouble reading 
throughout their life.  early intervention helps.  The right interventions makes the 
impact less but it’s never zero.
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https://reallygreatreading.com/%3Fgclid=CjwKCAiAp5nyBRABEiwApTwjXkU1j2_1QL9hal2CXnpcozZ00_KbCm1gFHKPkPa4HiHVgiRUuaOhexoCW4EQAvD_BwE


1. Presentations for parents, educators, and children this year
2. Meet with legislators to discuss Handbook bill and get support
3. Meet other parents and educators
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